
Do you have friends you can collaborate with?

Have you met artists in the past you'd like to work with?

Is there a producer you would love to create music with?

Most folks in music are currently looking for opportunities to

connect so now is the time to reach out and ask.

1 .  F IND  COLLABORATORS

Are you working on one song? An E.P? Who is producing or is it a co-

production? What will publishing splits be? Is this just for

fun/experimentation or public release?

Even with friends, it's good to have all of this information recorded

in an email exchange so both people are clear on the shared vision.

2 .COMMUNICATE  DREAMS ,  GOALS  &

EXPECTAT IONS  WITH  CLARITY
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Having positive things to look forward to during this time is a strong

therapy for the heart. Create scheduled sessions/hangouts on a

weekly, bi-weekly or monthly basis. Even if you communicate more

regularly, it is nice to know you have solid dates in place to dream

and bring your collective vision to life. 

3 .  SCHEDULE  REGULAR  SESS IONS

In your own time and before and after your sessions and

communication, ask your heart how it is feeling and what you need.

Do you need a snack, a tea, a candle or an open window during your

session? Bring any little comforts to your computer for your body,

mind and spirit during your talks and work sessions.

4 .  SPARK  CREAT IVE  SP IR IT
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When we collaborate in person, we often will eat together, play

together, laugh together and engage in ways that allow our creative

spirit to come out and for a strong connection and bond to form.

When we collaborate online, we can also create a virtual lounge for

us to connect deeper so we may create together better. Sending each

other inspirational references, encouraging messages and positive

words to support each other's spirits during this time is powerful.

You can play online games together, have a virtual tea date and

other creative casual hangouts to lighten the pressure and bring fun

and healing into the collaborative creative process.

5 .  LONG  DISTANCE  RELAT IONSHIP

Know that for a myriad of reasons, we all may have high or really

low days during this time. 

Flexibility with dates/times/deadlines, patience, forgiveness,

humility and compassion for yourself and others will all contribute

to a positive flow between you and your collaborator. We are all

experiencing the world in a heavy way and it is valuable to

remember that the medicine in creating is in the act of creating,

itself; we are healing ourselves by expressing/processing and

eventually healing others too by sharing our inner selves with the

world. 

There is no rush in this life.

All things in their right time.

You are on the right path.

4 .  STAY  OPEN  
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Some important things to remember when collaborating remotely:

 Make sure you are both recording all parts at the same sample rate

as the overall session file. Ie. 16 bit, 44.1 khz vs. 24 bit, 44.8khz or any

combination thereof. Communicate with all contributors to record

and export with the same sample rate and bit depth. This will ensure

smooth import/export and production quality. 

Bit = binary digit

Bit depth describes the resolution of the sound data that is
captured and stored in an audio file

Khz = kilohertz or 1000 hertz

Kilohertz is used to measure frequency, or cycles of waves per
second

Bit depth is kind of like the resolution of a photo. How many pixels

of information are in that photo? Is it super high res or low res? 

Khz or your 'sample rate' is more like the frame rate of a film. 

How many images are being captured per second? Ie. To create a

slow motion effect in film, we capture at a higher frame rate and

then slow it down. This is why if the audio you are importing into

your session has a different sample rate than the session itself, the

pitch and speed of the sound will be affected. It is using a different

point of reference for time. 

24 bit/44.1khz is what most folks use and what I have used on all of

my recordings.

You've got this. 

Trust your ears.

Make your magic.

5 .  TECH  CONS IDERAT IONS
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